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A variety of ordered algebras i  a class K of ordered algebras atisfying satisfying aset 
of inequalities t < t'. It is shown that a class K of ordered algebras i  a variety iff g is 
closed under subalgebras, products, and certain homomorphic images. The process of 
obtaining a "canonical" oJ-completion ofan ordered algebra is analyzed and it is shown 
that varieties of ordered algebras are closed with respect o oJ-completion. 
The concluding sections concern (i) a connection between ordered algebras and 
ordered algebraic theories, and (ii) a logic of inequalities, analogous to equational 
logic. A completeness theorem for this logic is proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
The notion "ordered algebra" defined in this paper is a generalization of several 
familiar examples. Semilattices and lattices are ordered algebras; for any set X, the 
collection of all partial functions X~ X ordered by set inclusion of their graphs, 
equipped with the operation of composition, is an ordered algebra. 
The last example occurs in the theory of computation, as do other ordered algebras 
(e.g., "program schemes" can be made into an ordered algebra in several ways [2, 5]). 
Indeed, it was in discussions with people concerned with mathematical theories of 
computation that our attention was drawn to ordered algebras. 
"Varieties" of ordered algebras (defined in Section 1) seem particularly natural 
objects of study. Many important classes of unordered algebras are defined by equa- 
tions; for example, a semigroup is just an algebra A which satisfies the one equation 
x ' (y ' z )  : (x 'y ) ' z  
for all x, y, z in .4. In this paper we consider classes of ordered algebras defined by 
inequalitics: for example, an algcbra A has a least clcment _[_ (rcad: "bottom") if it 
satisfies thc inequality 
.J (x  
for all x in .q. In analogy with the case for unordered algebras, a structural condition 
2OO 
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is found characterizing those classes of ordered algebras definable by a set of in- 
equalities (Theorem 2.6). These classes of ordered algebras are called varieties of 
ordered algebras. We are primarily concerned with "o-complete" ordered algebras 
and the process of obtaining an go-completion A,~ of an arbitrary ordered algebra A 
(Theorem 3.3). It is shown that if A belongs to a variety V of ordered algebras, then 
A~o also belongs to V. 
The two concluding sections concern (i) the connection between ordered algebras 
and ordered algebraic theories, and (ii) a logic of inequalities, analogous to equational 
logic. A completeness theorem for this logic is proved. 
The author would like to acknowledge several helpful discussions on the topic of 
this paper with James Thatcher, Eric Wagner, and Jesse Wright. Calvin C. Elgot 
deserves pecial thanks for reading a first draft and making several useful suggestions. 
He pointed out that some of the results of Section 2 do not depend on special properties 
possessed by partial orderings. The proof of Theorem 2.6 was found after considering 
this observation. No attempt, however, was made to state the results of Section 2 in full 
generality. 
A final comment on some notation. If f :  X---~ Y and g: Y -+ Z are functions, the 
composition o f f  with g will be denoted fg: .V-~ Z. The value o f f  on x E X will be 
written either xf or f(x). 
[. PRELIMINARY DEFINITION'S AND RESULTS 
Let Z = (Zn: n 0, l, 2,..) be a sequence of sets (of "operator symbols"). A 
Z-algebra A consists of a nonempty set, which we also denote by A, and for each 
E X n , a function ~A: An --~ A. When n = 0, ~A is a member of A. (As is the custom, 
when the algebra A is clear from context, the subscript A on ~ will be dropped.) An 
ordered Z-algebra A is a Z-algebra equipped with a partial ordering ~<. The partial 
ordering extends coordinatewise to each finite power A n of A. The functions ~A, 
cr ~ Z'~ , are required to be order-preserving; i.e., if x ~.< y in A" then xa A ~ Y~A in A. 
The partial ordering in any ordered algebra will always be denoted 4 .  We hope 
the context will make it clear which algebra is being discussed. 
A preorder on a set A is a reflexive, transitive binary relation on ./I. A preorder E_ 
on a Z-algebra A is compatible (with Z) if for each o ~ Z n , if x ___ y in A" (where 
again, the ordering _ on A n is determined coordinatewise) then xcr~ E_ y~O. It is 
clear that if ___ is a compatible preorder on the Z-algebra A, then the relation 0 defined 
by 
x : -y(O) if [x E_ y and y E_ x] (1.1) 
is a congruence on _//, and A/O, the resulting quotient algebra of A, is an ordered 
Z-algebra, partially ordered by the relation 
[x] ~[y]  if xE_y. (1.2) 
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(Ix], and sometimes [x]O, denotes the 0-congruence class of x.) 
Now if A is an ordered Z-algebra partially ordered by ~<, a preorder _ of A is 
admissible if ~ is compatible and x ~_ y whenever x ~ y. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be an ordered Z-algebra. A preorder E of A is admissible 
iff there is an ordered Z-algebra B and an order-preserving homomorphism h: A __+onto B
such that, for each x, y 6 A, 
x~ y~xh ~yh.  
Furthermore, A/# is isomorphic to B, where 0 is the congruence on A induced by ~_. 
The proof of this proposition is straightforward and is omitted. 
I f  K is a class of ordered Z-algebras, we let Q(K) denote the class of ordered 27- 
algebras isomorphic toA/8, A ~K, where 8 is a congruence determined by an admissible 
preorder on A, as in (1.1). 
I f  (A,: i E I)  is a family of ordered Z-algebras, the product algebra 1-I (Ai: i E I)  is 
an ordered Z-algebra where the ordering is defined coordinatewise. I f  K is a class 
of ordered 27-algebras, P(K) is the class of all products of families of ordered Z-algebras 
in K. 
I f  A is an ordered Z-algebra nd B is a subalgebra of A, B is an ordered subalgebra, 
where the ordering on B is the restriction to B of the ordering on A. I f  K is a class of 
ordered Z-algebras, S(K) is the class of all ordered subalgebras of algebras in K. 
1.4. DErlNIXmr~'. Let K be a class of ordered Z-algebras. K is variety if Q(K) = 
P(K)  -- S(K) = K. 
In Section 2 we will prove that a class of ordered Z-algebras is a variety iff K is the 
class of all ordered Z-algebras atisfying a set of "inequalities": where t, t '  are Z-terms. 
One proof of this theorem involves only a slight modification of the proof 
of Birkhoff's theorem for equational classes. The main task is to establish the existence 
of appropriate "free" ordered Z-algebras in varieties. As is the case for equational 
classes, the closure under S and 1 ~ is needed to guarantee that all "free" ordered 
algebras are present. In Section 3, we show that varieties of ordered algebras possess 
"(o-chain-complete fr e algebras". This result strengthens a theorem of Goguen et al. 
[2] who proved that the class of all Z-algebras with a least element possesses ~-chain- 
complete free algebras. 
2. Throughout he remainder of this section Z will remain fixed, and we will 
occasionally write just "(ordered) algebra" for "(ordered) Z-algebra." 
I f  a is an arbitrary ordinal, the collection P(') of Z-terms on the set of "variables" 
x o ..... x~ ,..., y < ~ is defined as usual (see [3, p. 31]): each variable x~, y < a is a 
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term, and if h ,---, tn are terms, a ~ Z,~, n ~ 0 then a(t I ..... t~) is a term. Nothing 
else is a term. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the way that each term t ~ P~) induces a 
function tA: ` 4"-+ A in each algebra A, and the fact that P(~) is itself X-algebra; 
indeed P(~) is freely generated in the class of all L-algebras by the set {x~: 7 < a} of 
variables. A ~ is the set of all functions a: {7:7 < o~} --~ A. The value of a on the 
element 7, 7 "< a, is written a~. 
I f  t and t' are in P~), and .4 is an ordered algebra, we say 
"t <~ t' is true in A" 
if for each a c A% atA ~ atA'. I f  $2 is a set of inequalities t ~ t', where t, t' ~ P(~), 
and A is an ordered algebra, we say A is a model of ~2 if t ~ t' is true in A for each 
inequality t ~ t' in I2. Mod ~ denotes the class of all ordered algebras which are 
models of-(2. Note that this is not a standard use for "Mod O." 
2.1. PROPOSITION. For any ordinal a and for any set ~2 of inequalities t ~ t', t, 
t' ~ P(~), ]Plod ~ is a variety of ordered algebras. 
Proof. We indicate only the part of the proof which showsQ(Mod 12) C Mod O. 
Thus suppose that A belongs to Mod 12 and that 8 is a congruence on A induced by an 
admissible preorder on A. We must show A/8 belongs to Mod ~2. By 1.3 there is an 
ordered algebra B and an order preserving homomorphism h: M _...~onto B with A/O 
isomorphic to B. We need only show that if t ~ t' is true in A (for t, t' E P(")) then 
t ~ t' is true in B. I f  b ~ B% there is an a ~ A" with a~h ~ b~, each 7 < c~, since h is 
onto. Also, atn ~ at'A by hypothesis. But since h is orderpreserving, aGh ~ atA'h. 
But btB ---- atAh, and bts' = atA'h, since h is a homorphism. This completes the proof. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let K be a class of ordered algebras such thatP(K) = S(K) ---- K. 
Then for any ordinal e~ there is an ordered algebraF = FK(~ ) in K and a subset (s 7 < o~} 
ofF  with the property that for any A ~ K and any function h: {~: 7 < ~} ~ A there is 
a unique order-preserving homomorphism h': F ~ A extending h. (In brief, F is "freely 
generated in K by {s 7 < c~}"). 
Proof. Consider the algebra P{~) to be ordered by the equality relation (i.e., 
t ~ t' in P(~) iff t = t'). Thus any compatible preorder on P{~) is admissible. Let 
{Oi: i ~ I} be the class of all congruences on P(~) induced by admissible preorders uch 
that P(~)/Oi s isomorphic to an ordered algebra in K. Form the direct product of all the 
P(~)/O i and let F be the ordered subalgebra of this product generated by the elements 
x~, 7 < ~ where 
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Since K is closed under P and S, F is (isomorphic to) an algebra in K. It is easy to see 
that i fg denotes the sequence g, ,  ~, < c~, then for any t, t' in P(~ 
Xtr ~ ~tr' iff t ~ t' is true in each algebra in K. 
From this fact, it is an easy exercise to show F has the required property. 
(2.3) 
2.4. Remark. The author has not found a proof of this theorem by first "forgetting" 
the order structure on algebras in K, then forming the unordered free algebra F and 
imposing the order: x ~<y in F if xh ~yh for every homomorphism h:F---~ A, for 
A e K. The problem is to show F equipped with this orderings belongs to K. 
2.5. COROLLARY. I f  K is a variety of ordered algebras, for any ordinal ~x, F~(a) 
exists. 
2.6. THEOREM. If K is a variety of ordered algebras, K = Mod 12 for some set J2 of 
inequalities. 
Proof. One proof of 2.6 uses 2.5 in the way Gr~tzer proves the Birkhoff theorem 
[3, p. 171]. Letting F ,= Fg(o~), the free algebra in K freely generated by a countably 
infinite set of generators, one defines 12 to be the set of all inequalities t ~< t' which 
are true in F, for t, t' in P~). One then proves K -- Mod 12. 
A second proof can be obtained from some well-known "preservation theorems" 
of model theory. Indeed, let 9 be a set of sentences of first-order logic with equality 
which assert that "~"  is a partial ordering and each a~'n ,  n > 0 preserves this 
ordering. Then B eQ(K) iff B is a model of 9 and B ell(K), whereH(K) is the class 
of all homomorphic images of algebras in K. Now let K'  --= HSP(K) .  K '  is axio- 
matizable by a set ~ of positive universal Horn sentences (by the "preservation 
theorems"); i.e., by equations and inequalities. It is easily shown that K = {A ] A ~ K '  
and A is a model of ~}. This proves 2.6, by our definition of "Mod 12". 
2.8. EXAMPLE. The class L of lattices, considered as unordered algebras, is an 
equational variety definable by the eight equations below: 
1. xvx=x;  x^x=x;  
2. x vy  =y v x; x Ay  =y A X; 
3. x v (y v z) = (x v y) v z; x A (y A z) = (x A y) A Z; 
4. XV(XAy)=x;  XA(XVy)=x.  
L, considered as a class of ordered algebras, is definable as the class of all models 
of the following six inequalities: 
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5. x v x <~ x; X ~ X A X; 
6. x~xvy;  XAy~X;  
7. xvy<~yvx;  XAy .~y^x.  
It  follows immediately from 5 and 6 that in any model of these inequalities, Eqs. 1 
hold, and from 7 that Eqs. 2 hold as well. One then shows that x ~ y iff x v y = y 
iff x A y = x. (For example, if x ~ y, then x v y ~< y v y, since v is assumed order 
preserving; by 1, y = y v y. Using 6, y ~ x v y;  thus x v y =-: y.) One then shows 
x v y :- sup{x, y} and x ^ y -= inf{x, y}. Equations 3 and 4 follow from these facts. 
3. 6o-COMPLETIONS 
I f  .4 is an ordered algebra, and XC_ A, then "sup X"  or " lAX" denotes the least 
upper bound of X, if it exists. An ~o-chain in A is a function a: co --~ A such that 
a ,  ~< a , ,  a' all n < oJ. (Of course, oJ is the first infinite ordinal.) A is oJ-complete if 
(3.1) for any oJ-chain a: co --+ A, sup{a,: n < ~o} exists, and 
(3.2) if ~r E Z~,  bi = sup{am~: m < ~o}, where a i: o~-§ A are ~o-chains, i = 
1 .... , n, then ~r.~(b 1 ..... b,~) = sup{erA(am 1, a,,, ~ ..... am"): m < ~o}. 
A homomorphism h between o~-complete ordered algebras is oJ-continuous if h 
preserves ups of all oJ-ehains. 
The principal construction of this paper is contained in the following theorem. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let A be an ordered algebra, There is an o-complete ordered algebra 
Ao inQSP(A)  and an order preserving embedding ~:A --+ ,4o, with the following property. 
For an), w-complete ordered algebra B and any order-preserving homomorphism h: A ~ B 




3.4. COROLLARY. Let K be a variety of ordered algebras. For any ordinal ~ there 
is an oJ-complete ordered algebra F in K containing a subset G := {x~: ), < a} with the 
following property. I f  B is any ~o-complete algebra in K and h: G ~ B is any function, 
then there is a unique o-continuous homomorphism h': F--+ B extending h. 
The proof of 3.4 follows immediately from 3.3 and 2.5 
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Proof of 3.3. For each n < oJ, let ~/. = A and form the product algebra A ~ = 
l--[(An: n < o~). Let C be the subset of A ~ consisting of all w-chains; i.e., a ~ A '~ 
belongs to C if a n ~ an+ 1 , all n ,< r I t  is easy to check that C is in fact a subalgebra 
of .4 ~. Indeed, if a~2:~,  and a 1 ..... a '~C then, for any k, a(aa,.. . ,a n ) (k )= 
a~(ak t ..... akn). Since ~A is order preserving, aA(ak 1 ..... ak ~) <~ aA(a~+1 ..... a~+x). Thus  
tr(a I ..... a n) E C. 
Now define the relation _ on C by: 
a c b if, for every n < co there is an m < co such that a~ ~ bin. 
We claim that ~ is an admissible preorder on C. First, if a ~ b in C, then a ,  ~ b~, 
all n -< oJ. Hence a ___ b. Second, if a i, b i E C, a i E b i, i = 1 ..... n, we will show 
a(al,..., a")E_a(b I ..... b"). (*) 
Indeed, let k be fixed. Choose k 1 .... , k~ such that ak i ~ b~., i = I ..... n. Let k' = 
max(k 1 ..... k,). Then  a~ ~ ~ b~, , all i. Hence 
crA(a~ 1..... ak" ) ~ cr.4(b~,, .... b~..), proving (*). 
Finally we define ~4~ as the quotient C/O, where 0 is the congruence on C induced 
by _ .  The map L: A --~ A~ takes a e A to [b], where b: oJ --~ A is the constant sequence 
b, = a, all n < w. It is easily seen that ~ is an order-preserving embedding and that 
Ao~ ~ QSP(A) .  
To  complete the proof, we will make use of a series of lemmas. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let a n, n < r be a sequence of elements in C such that a n ~ a n+I, all 
n < w. Then there is an element b e C with theproperties that for each n, 
3.5. (i) aj ~ <~ b~ , all k , j  < n, 
3.5. (ii) b,, = am", for some m. 
Proof. Let b 0 a0 ~ Then (i) is true trivially and (ii) holds by definition. Now 
assume b,, is defined for all m < n such that (i) and (ii) hold. We wish to define b,  
so that these condit ions remain true. 
Now for each k , j  < n, there is an ink. j such that a1 k ~ a~,k. j , since a k _ am. Also 
assume b~_ 1 = atn-a. Choose m t such that a~ -t  ~ a '~,.t "Let m = max({m~d: k, j < n} w 
{mr}). Then,  by defining b, = am", we ensure that b,_ 1 ~ b, and (i) and (ii) continue 
to hold. This completes the definition of b. 
3.6. COROLLARY. 
3.5. i, ii such that 
I f  ([a"], m < w)/s an co-chain in A,~ , there is an b ~ C satisfying 
In] ~- sup{[a"]: n < w}. 
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Proof. Let b be constructed from the sequence an 6 C, n < co as in 3.5. We show 
that [b] = sup{Jan]: n < co} in A,~. By 3.5.i a n ~ b, any n, so that [b] is an upper 
bound. Suppose c ~ C satisfies 
an~c 
n for all n. Then, for any m, there is a k such that a m ~ ce. Hence, by 3.5.ii, b ~ c, 
so that [b] is the least upper bound. 
3.7. LEMMA. .4,o is co-complete. 
Proof. By 3.6, we only need to show that the operations in A,~ are co-continuous. 
For ease of notation, assume a E s and assume 
[a] = sup{[an], n < w), 
[b] = sup{[bn]: n < co}, 
for a, b, a n, b n in C. Furthermore, we can assume that a and b are constructed from 
the a", b" as in 3.5. We need to show that 
a([a], [b]) = sup(a([an], [bn]): n < co). 
Since a is orderpreserving, it is obvious that o([a], [b]) >~ o([a"], [b'~]), for each n. 
Thus assume [c] >/a([an], [bn]), each n. Now, using the assumptions on the way 
a, b were constructed, we show a(a, b) ~ c. Indeed, for any k, a(a, b) (k) = a(ak , bk) = 
k k max(m, n). Then o~a~, b~) ~ a(a~,,  b~,). But a(a .... bn) , some m, n. Let m' := 
since ~r(a k, b ~) __ c, there is a j  < w with ~(a k, b k) (m') ~ c~.. This completes the proof. 
3.8. LEMMA. For any element [a] cA,o, [a] = sup(a,c n < co} = sup{[bn]:n < co}, 
where 
b~. -~- an,  all n, k. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
This lemma shows that the remainder of the construction is forced. 
Thus let h: A ~ B be an order-preserving homomorphism ofA into the co-complete 
algebra B. By 3.8 the only possible way to define h': -//,o --~ B (to make the theorem 
true) is to define, for [a] ~ A, 
[a]h' = sup{a,h: n < co). 
We need now only check that h' is an co-continuous homomorphism. 
h' is clearly welldefined, for if a--:  a'(O) in C, let b--- I I (anh: n < co), b ' - -  
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U(an'h: n < to). For  each n, there is an m such that a ,  E am'. Thus  a,h ~ a,,,'h ~ b'. 
Hence b ~ b'. By symmetry,  b = b'. 
h' is a homomorphism, for if cre L'. and [aX],..., [a"] 6 Ao,, let 
Thus 
[b] = a([a x] ..... [an]) = [a(al,..., a")] 
- :  U (a(ak 1 ..... ak")*: k < to), by 3.8. 
9 co) [b]h' ~- U (a(a] ,..., ak)h. k < 
(a(akh,..., akh ). k % to) 
= a(U  (a~h: k < co),..., U (a~.h: k < to)), 
since a is to-continuous, 
o([a~]h',..., [a"]h'), by definition of h'. 
h' is to-continuous, for if 
[b] -- U (Ea"]: n "(to) 
in A~,  and b satisfies 3.5, then [b]h' ,= U (b,h: n < to). But by 3.5.ii, b,  = a,~, some 
m. Thus  b~h -I " _ .~ am_~,h -< [a"]h' < U ([an]if: n < w). Thus  [b]h' ~ U ([an]h': n < r 
But since h' is clearly order preserving, the other inequality is immediate.  This  
completes the proof. 
3.9. EXAMPLE. (Adopted from [2].) Let  _1_ be a dist inguished element of Z' 0 . 
A (rooted) X-tree is a partial function t from N *, the set of all finite sequences of 
nonnegative integers ( including the empty sequence E) into u (2,'n: n ) 0) such that 
(i) if u ie  dora(t) then u ~ dom(t), all u 6 N ~, iE  N;  
(ii) i fuedom(t )  anduteZn, thenu iedom(t ) i f f0~i<n.  
Let .4 be the set of all Z-trees. For  each a e Z~,  n ) 0 the function a4: A n -+ A is 
defined as follows. 
Given the n Z-trees t o ,..., t ,  -1, aA(t0 ,..., tn-x) is the tree t, where 
( t  - 12r~ 
and, fo ruEN ~,O:~i~n 
(iu)t = uh . 
Thus,  roughly speaking, aA(t o .... , t,_a) is obtained by adding a root labeled cr of 
out-degree n, and attaching it to the roots of the trees t o ,..., tn_ x . 
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We note that any X-tree t can be written as #a(t 0.... , t,,_.t), for some unique o ~ X , ,  
and unique trees t o ,..., tn_ ~ . 
With the above definitions, A becomes a X-algebra. We make A into an ordered 
X-algebra by defining ~ to be the least partial ordering of A such that 
(i) --4 ~ t, all tEA ;  
(ii) if t,. ~ t / ,  0 ~ i < n, (7 E ~, ,  then ~A(to ..... t~_l) ~ aA(to', .... t~_x' ). 
Thus t ~ t' iff t' can be obtained from t from attaching some X-trees to certain leaves 
of t labeled •  
Let F be the ordered subalgebra of A consisting of the finite X-trees (i.e., those trees 
t such that dora(t) is finite). It is easily seen that F is freely generated by the empty 
set in the variety of all ordered X-algebras defined by the inequality 
•  
THEOREM [2]. A is the w-completion ofF;  i.e., F,o -- A (where F,o is defined in 3.3). 
3.10. Remark. Since the algebra A,~ constructed in Theorem 3.3 is a (special) 
homomorphic image of an algebra in SP(A),  it follows that if A belongs to an equa- 
tional variety V (e.g., of lower or upper semi-lattices, or lattices) then A,~ also belongs 
to 1". 
3.11. Remark. The theorems of this section can be generalized in two ways. 
First, almost without changing the proofs, similar results hold for heterogeneous 
(or many-sorted) algebras. Secondly, the ordinal co can be replaced by certain other 
ordinals c~. 
~-complete ordered algebras are ordered algebras in which every c~-chain has a least 
upper bound and in which each function ~ ~ Z', is ~-continuous. 
If c~ is regular, i.e., if the cofinality of ~ is ~ itself, then 3.3 and 3.4 are true when 
"w" is changed to '%." The key to the proof is to notice that a lemma similar to 3.5 
can be proved for regular ordinals, allowing one to construct he least upper bounds 
of ~-chains. 
4. ORDERED ALGEBRAIC THEORIES AND ORDERED ALGEBRAS 
An algebraic theory T (see, e.g., [I, 4]) is a category whose objects are the sets [n], 
n < oJ, where [n] {I, 2 ..... n}; having, for each n > 0 n "distinguished morphisms" 
i: [I] -~ [n], i E [n] with the following property: for any n ~ 0 and for any n morphisms 
%: [I] ~ [p], ie [n]  there is a unique morphism (~l ..... ~,): [n]--~ [p] such that 
q~; -= i . (% ..... ~) .  i" (~1 ..... 9~,) is the composition [1] _~i In]- ~'~ ....... ) [p]. The 
morphism (qh ..... %,) is called the source-tupling of ~Pl ..... ~0, . 
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For example, the category whose morphisms from [n] to [p] are the n • p matrices 
with entries in a ring with unity, and where composition is matrix multiplication, 
forms an algebraic theory. The distinguished morphism i: [1] --+ [n], n > 0 is the 
1 • n row matrix whose only nonzero entry is a 1 in the ith column. 
A T-algebra A is a S-algebra, where Z', = 7"1. n , the set of morphisms in T from 
[1] to [n]. Furthermore, the following two conditions must hold. I f  i: [1]--+ In] is 
distinguished, then i A : A . . . .  A is the ith projection (a  I , . . . ,  an) --~ ai,  for a 1 ..... a~ e A. 
Secondly, if [1] -+~ [n], [n] --+* [p] are morphisms in T, then 
must be the composition of 
with 
(95)A: Av --,- A 
9A: An--+ A 
where ~b A is the unique function satisfying 
A~ *a An 
A 
for each i e [n]. 
An ordered algebraic theory 1 is an algebraic theory T such that each set Tn.~ of 
morphisms from [n] to [p] is equipped with a partial ordering ~<. These partial 
orderings must respect both composition and source-tupling, i.e., if ~01: [n] --+ [p], 
%b~: [p] --+ [q] i :  1,2 and 91~<~%, ~b l~2 then ~0 l'~b 1~<~%'%b~ in Tn.q; if 
q~i: [1] -+ [p], ~bi: [1] --~ [p], i6  [n] and 9i ~ %hi n T1. v then (cpl ,..., 9n) -~< (~bl . . . . .  ~bn) 
in T,.~. 
I f  T is an ordered algebraic theory, an ordered T-algebra is a T-algebra A equipped 
with a partial ordering ~< such that if 9 ~< ~b in Tx. n , then a~0 A ~< a~b A in A, all a e A". 
We note that by extending the ordering ~< in A eoordinatewise to all powers A n of 
A, if ~ -<. ~b in T~.~ then a~o A ~ a%b A in A", all a e A v. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be an ordered algebraic theory. Then the collection of all 
ordered T-algebras is a variety. 
The easy verification is omitted. 
x The concept "ordered algebraic theory" was explained to me in conversation by James 
"['hatcher, Eric Wagner and Jesse Wright. 
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4.2. PROPOSITION. Let K be a variety of ordered S-algebras. There is an ordered 
algebraic theory T such that K is the collection of all reducts of ordered T-algebras to I .  
Proof. Let F be the free algebra in K having the countable set of generators 
{x,: n < oJ}. 
We will define an ordered algebraic theory T by defining the sets T..~ of morphisms 
from [n] to [p]. 
For each n >~ 0, let TI.~ be the set whose elements are the elements of the ordered 
subalgebra o f f  generated by {xl, xz .... , Xn}. Let T,.~ = (TI.~) n, the set of n-tuples 
of elements of T1. ~ . We define the distinguished morphism i: [1] --* In] in 7"1. . to be 
the generator x i , i ~ [hi. 
Lastly, we define composition. So suppose 9 ~ TI., and $ = ($x ..... ~b~) ~ T,.~. 
Since F is "free," there is a unique (order-preserving) homomorphism h:F -+F  
such that x~h = ~b i , i ~ In] and (say) xjh = xj, j > n. The composition 9 " ~b is defined 
as 9h. I f9  = (91 ..... 9~) ~ Tn.~ and ~b ~ T~.~ then 9 '  5 b is defined to be (91 " ~h,...,9, " ~). 
Most of the verification that T is an ordered algebraic theory is omitted. We show 
however, that the ordering is preserved by composition. So suppose that 91 ~< 92 in 
T1. n and ~b ~ T,,.,,. We show cpx~b ~< 92~b. Indeed, ~h determines the order-preserving 
homorphism h:F---~F, and since 9t ~< 9z, 9x~ = 91 h ~< ~0~b = ~%h. 
Furthermore, if ~1 ~ ~2 in T,.~ and 9 ~ TL~ let h~ be the homomorphism determ- 
ined by ~b i , i = 1, 2. We need to show 9hx ~ 9ha 9 This is proved by induction on the 
structure of the elements in the subalgebra generated by x x ,..., xn 9 For each x,, 
xih I ~-~ xih2, since ~b 1~ ~b2. I f  o ~ ZTn and 9 = or(t1 ..... t,), then (o(t~ ,..., t,))h~ : 
o(t~h a,..., t,h~). By the induction assumption, tih~ <~ tih2, i = 1 ..... n. But since o is 
order preserving, 
~(tth 1,..., tnhl) ~ cr(tlh2 .... , t,hz) = ~(t x ..... t,)h 2 9 
This completes this part of the proof. 
Now suppose A is any ordered T-algebra. I f  we can show A belongs to Mod D, 
where .(2 is the set of all inequalities t ~< t', t, t' ~ p,o~ which are true in F, then (by 
2.6) (the 27-reduet of) A belongs to K. However, this fact follows by the definition of 
a T-algebra. 
Conversely, i fA E K, then A ~ Mod ~ (by 2.6) and A can be extended to a T-algebra 
in an obvious way. The proof is complete. 
5. A LOGIC OF INEQUALITIES 
In this section we point out that there is a "logic of inequalities" which is very 
similar to the equational logic for unordered algebras. (see [3, p. /70]). 
Let Z" be fixed. 
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Formally we may think of an inequality t ~ t', with t, t' 9 pto,), as just an alternate 
notation for the ordered pair (t, t') e Pt~) • P"~). We continue to use this notation. 
Y. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A subset Y of pc~ • p~,~ is closed if 
(i) t ~ t belongs to Y, all t E P~o), 
(ii) t ~ t" belongs to Y whenever t ~ t' and t' ~ t" belong to T, 
(iii) if t~ ~ t /  9  Y, for i := 1 ..... n and ~ 9 27,, then a(ta ..... t~) ~ o(t( ,  .... t~') 
(iv) If t ~< t' 9 Y and e: Pt~) ~ Pt~) is an endomorphism, then te ~ t'e ~ Y. 
For any ordered algebra .4, let IN(.4) be the subset of pt,~) • p t~ of all inequalities 
t ~ t' true in .4. 
The completeness of the rules 5.1(i)-(iv) follows from the following theorem. 
5.2. THEORF.M. .4 subset Y of P '~  • P (~ is closed/ff Y = IN(A) for  some ordered 
algebra .4. 
Proof. Obviously if Y ----- IN(.4), Y is closed. 
Suppose Y is closed. Then the relation E on pt,ol defined by 
t ~ t' iff (t ~ t') c Y 
is an admissible preorder on the algebra p,ol, ordered by the relation of equality. If 
0 is the congruence induced by _ ,  then let A ~- Pi~ It is easily seen that Y = IN(.4), 
completing the proof. 
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